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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
.

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Before the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board

In the Matter of ) .

)
Philadelphia Electric Company ) Docket Nos. 50-352

) 50-353
(Limerick Generating Station, )

Units 1 and 2) )

AFFIDAVIT OF MAYNARD E. SMITH AND DAVID SEYMOUR
IN SUPPORT OF A MOTION FOR SUMMARY DISPOSITION

'

REGARDING CONTENTION V-4

Messrs. Smith and Seymour being duly sworn according to law
come forth and say:

.

1. My name is Maynard E. Smith. I am President and Principal

Consultant for Meteorological Evaluation Services, Inc.
,

("MES") located in Amityville, New York. I obtained a

Master of Science in meteorology in 1942 and have been

engaged in the practice of professional meteorology since
that time. A copy of my professional qualifications is

attached hereto and incorporated by reference herein. MES,

under my direction, has provided raeteorological consulting
services for the Limerick Generating Station since 1970.

2. MES services have included advice on site selection, the

location and choice of meteorological instruments and
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facilities, processing and analysis of the data and the

preparation of the meteorological portions of the studies

and documents necessary for the licensing of the Limerick

Generating Station.

MES, under my supervision, prepared the following portions

of the Limerick Generating Station FSAR and EROL:

FSAR EROL
'

Sections 2.3.1 Sections 5.1.4

2.3.2 5.2.2""

2.3.3 2.3.1"

2.3.4 2.3.2"

2.3.5

In addition, as more fully described below, MES, under my

direction, has conducted extensive studies related to the

effects of the operation of cooling towers. In those

studies we used carburetor-equipped aircraf t extensively to

obtain data on cooling tower plume behavior.

3. My name is David E. Seymour. I am presently a Consultant

Meteorologist to MES, Inc. I obtained a Bachelor of Sci-

ence degree from Purdue University in Professional Pilot

Technology and obtained a Master of Science degree in mete-

orology from Rutgern University in 1976. I have provided

consulting services to MES, Inc. on a number-cf airborne

field evaluations. These have included atmospheric diffu-

sion studies and evaluation of stack and cooling tower

plume behavior. I have conducted extensive airborne

cooling tower plume research, and was responsible for the

training of 12 other commercial pilots involved in MES
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cooling tower research programs. I have also been respon-

sible for airborne photography and aircraft procurement and

maintenance for numerous aircraft involved in MES studies.
I am presently a commercial airline flight officer. I

am also a director of a glider pilot ground school in

Rochester, New York. I am qualified as a commercial pilot

in single and multi-engine land, glider and instrument

aircraft. I am also a flight instructor for glider,

advanced and instrument ground training. A copy of my

professional qualifications is attached hereto and incorpo-
rated by reference herein.

4. We have been asked by the Philadelphia Electric Company to

respond to the contention V-4 which was submitted by the

Air and Water Pollution Patrol ("AWPP"). This contention

reads as follows:

"Neither Applicant nor Staff have considered
the potential for and import of carburetor
icing of aircraft flying into the Limerick
cooling tower plume (s)."

We have prepared, reviewed and concur in all sections of

this affidavit; however, certain sections were either

prepared primarily by one individual, or one of us is more

knowledgeable about the details. Such sections are shown

in Table 1. In addition to the sections of the EROL and

FSAR listed in paragraph 2 above, we have utilized section

3.4.3 of the EROL as input to our analysis.
>

5. We have carefully examined and analyzed the contention of

the Air and Water Pollution Patrol. Our consideration of

the contention utilizes our extensive experience with
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regard to meteorology, cooling tower technology and

aircraft operations, and has included examination of the

literature and documents on the subject, review of the

experience and field data developed in research studies of

such plumes, and a computer modeling study of the expected

behavior and persistence of the Limerick plumes.

6. Our conclusion is that these plumes will not add to the

frequency or the severity of carburetor icing potential.

The mcst important reason for our conclusion is that the

temperature and moisture conditions in cooling tower plumes

are only slightly different from those in the ambient air,

despite the impressive appearance of the plumes on certain

occasions. We also find that it would be extremely dif-

ficult for an aircraft to remain in the plume from the

Limerick cooling towers for a sufficient time to develop

significant carburetor icing, even if the equipment built

into the aircraft for dealing with icing were not used.

The dimensions of the plumes would seldom allow more than a

few minutes of flight time in the plumes, and even when

they are more extensive, staying in a plume long enough to

provide a chance for enhanced icing would be a difficult

deliberate maneuver on the part of the pilot.

PERTINENT STUDIES AND RESEARCH ON COOLING TOWER PLUMES

7. One of the most important factors in assessing the AWPP

contention is to determine how the temperature and moisture

conditions in cooling tower plumes differ from those in the

ambient air. Both from the impressive appearance of the

plumes and a casual consideration of the large amounts of

water vapor released, one would anticipate that the condi-

tions in such plumes would be quite different from the

|

|
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surrounding atmosphere. This is not the case, however,

because the very rapid mixing that occurs with the ambient

atmosphere dilutes the excess heat and moisture within a

short distance. In responding to discovery requests, AWPP

has emphasized that 35 million gallons of water vapor per

day would be released from the Limerick towers. Compared

with the amount of water vapor naturally present in the air

with which the tower release mixes, this is not a signif-

icant amount. Typically, in an hour the cooling tower

water vapor would mix into 10,000 million cubic meters of

air (a section 10 Km long, 1 Km deep and 1 Km wide). Typ-

ically also, this air would contain about 2 1/2 thousandths

of a gallon of water vapor in each cubic meter. Therefore,

the 1.3 million gallona per hour released from the tower

would be mixed with 25 million gallons of natural water

vapor, hardly a major addition.

Pennsylvania State University Study

8. The most informative study available on the temperature,

humidity and turbulent structure of cooling tower plumes is

especially appropriate since it was conducted in Pennsyl-

vania on hyperbolic cooling towers. The Pennsylvania State

University (Thomson et al., 1981) made a large number of

aircraft flights through the cooling tower plumes from the

Keystone power plant in western Pennsylvania for the ex-

press purpose of determining what in-plume conditions were

like, and how they differed from those in the ambient air.

The Pennsylvania State research team found that very close

to the towers (i.e. with the aircraft traversing the plume

within a quarter of a mile) both temperature and humidity

conditions varied sharply as the aircraft traversed the
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plumes, with both quantities exceeding ambient levels sig-

nificantly for very short periods. The variability was

attributed to the fact that the plumes, although often
,

appearing to be quite dense and solid, actually consist of

puffs of excess moisture and temperature. Beyond a quarter

of a mile, it became difficult to distinguish the tempera-

ture in the plume from that of the outside air, as shown in

Figure 1, and the humidity difference dropped to 0.25 gm/kg

or less as shown in Figure 2. This is a very small excess;

the natural atmosphere, when saturated, contains about 3.5

gm/kg at 30*F and this figure increases to 22 gm/kg at

80*F. Thus, even though a plume may remain visible for a

considerable distance, the conditions within it become

essentially those of the surrounding air after a very short

distance.

9. This Pennsylvania State study is directly comparable to the<

Limerick Generating Station situation since the experiments

were done under nearly identical climatic conditions.

American Electric Power Study

10. During the 1970's the American Electric Power Service.

Corporation supported an extensive study of cooling tower

plumes, conducted by MES. The objectives of this program

were to determine whether such plumes had any significant

environmental effects, and how they behaved with respect to

their height above ground and persistence downwind. These

tests involved the use of light aircraft of the same type4

that is of concern to the AWPP. - In all, over 340 experi-

ments were completed, as shown in Figure 3. The total

| water vapor emissions from the Amos and Gavin Plants are in
the same range as the total that will come from the two

towers at Limerick.
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11. The key point is that, of these 340 individual tests,
'visible plumes ten miles and longer were observed only six
Itimes, and of these six cases, three were at temperatures

well below 20*F, which is, as discussed below, too cold to

have created any serious carburetor icing hazard. Thus, as

we will show later, the pilots found plumes with the ade-

quate length and temperature criteria for potential carbu-
retor icing less than 1% of the time, in a program designed
to document long plumes.

12. No icing problems were ever reported during all of this
flying even though light, carburetor-equipped aircraft
flown by local pilots employing normal procedures were used
extensively.

COMPUTER MODELING STUDY

13. We have conducted a computerized modeling study of the
behavior of the Limerick cooling tower plumes, using the

Electric Power Research Institute 's SACTI program. This

computer code uses the plant thermal output and the cooling
tower water vapor and air volume releases at maximum power
as input data, treating the two towers simultaneously. It

combines this information with data from the Limerick me-
teorological tower facility and with data on above-ground
meteorology to develop a series of seasonal and annual
distributions of pertinent information about the plume-

behavior and effects.

14. The SACTI computer code is a " state-of-the-art" program in
that it predicts the behavior of plumes such as those of
the Limerick Generating Station as faithfully as is
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possible at the present time. We can say from our direct

experience with the American Electric Power field studies
that the heights and frequencies of lengthy plumes calcu-

lated for Limerick are in accord with our expectations.

15. The modeling study shows that the length of the plumes

would be expected to reach or exceed ten miles in less than

4% of the cases, and the maximum frequency of these long

plumes would be toward the west (0.6%). The code predicts

that the Limerick plumes will always reach a height of at

least 1,000 feet above ground before leveling off, if they

have not dissipated before reaching that altitude.

CARBURETOR ICING PHENOMENA

16. The conditions responsible for carburetor ice formation are

well understood and have been extensively documented. In

carburetor-equipped aircraft, the fuel enters the airstream

at the throttle valve. The vaporization of the fuel, com- -

bined with the rapid expanison of air as it passes through

the carburetor, causes a cooling of the mixture. The water

vapor content of the intake air may condense, and if the

temperature in the carburetor reaches 32*F or below, the

moisture will be deposited in the fuel intake system as

frost or ice. This ice may reduce or block the passage of

the fuel / air mixture to the engine and cause engine fail-

ure. Due to the venturi effect of a partially closed

throttle valve, this occurs most often when the throttle is

partially or fully closed and the temperature of air pass-

ing downstream of the throttle valve may drop as-much as

60*F.

17. On very dry days, or when the temperature is well below

freezing, the moisture content of the atmosphere is
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generally too small to cause icing. But if the temperature

is between 20*F and 90*F, and moderate humidity or visible

moisture is present, there is a potential for carburetor

ice. A full discussion of the conditions under which car-
buretor ice develops is given in a Johns Hopkins University

publication from the Chalk Point Cooling Tower Project (JHU
1977). Figure 4, reproduced from the Johns Hopkins report,
is a chart showing the meteorological conditions during

which carburetor icing is possible. This chart shows that

serious icing may occur with temperatures ranging from 20
to 90*F even at moderate humidities. However, it does not

occur at temperatures below 20*F.

18. It is also important to recognize that this icing is not an

instantaneous process. Figure 5 is reproduced from a study

by Gardner and Moon (1970) which documented ice buildup as
a function of time during conditions favorable for car-

buretor icing. Based upon the plots presented in this

figure, Gardner and Moon concluded that approximately 8
minutes of flying time under adverse conditions without

carburetor heat would be required to create medium to heavy

carburetor ice (i.e. ice that would represent a significant

hazard to aircraft).

PLUME TRAVERSE TIME VERSUS ICE BUILDUP

19. For the purpose of developing an extremely conservative

analysis, we have assumed: 1) that the pilot inadvertently

flies through the plume without carburetor heat, 2) that

his air speed is 100 mph, and that he is descending with a

partially closed throttle (see following table), 3) that

the visible cooling tower plume actually does present an

icing hazard significantly different from the' ambient air,

-9-
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and 4) that it would take at least 8 minutes for a signif-

icant icing problem to develop.

Flight Speeds and Related Parameters of Typical
Single-Engine Light Aircraft

Time to Travel Distance Traveled

Flight Speeds One Mile in Eight Minutes

(mph) (ft/sec) (sec) (miles)

Climb 70 102 52 9.3

80 117 45 10.7

Cruise or 100 147 36 13.3

Descent 130 191 28 17.0

20. If the pilot were to fly across the visible plume at any

angle, it is doubtful he would remain in the plume long

enough to accumulate any detectable icing. Figure 6 is an

illustration showing two possible flight paths through the

visible plume, one flying directly perpendicular across the

plume, and the other in a flight path coincident with the

plume trajectory, providing the maximum possible in-plume
exposure. Cooling tower plumes are almost never more than

one mile wide, and even flying at an oblique angle at a

typical speed, an aircraft traversing the visible plume

would only be in the plume on the order of two minutes.

21. In the second example, we have assumed that the pilot would

be flying along the plume axis, descending with a nearly

closed throttle at a rate which matched the slope of the

|
plume. He-would have to stay in the plume for more than 10
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miles for serious icing to be encountered. Furthermore, he

would be approaching the tower structure itself while in

the cloud during the latter part of his approach, an un-

likely maneuver in itself.

22. It is also possible that 'the pilot might follow a similar

path in the opposite direction during climb, when he would

be moving more slowly. However, under these conditions the

aircraft throttle would be open, and the risk of icing

would be much smaller.

PROBABILITY OF PLUMES EXTENDING TEN MILES OR MORE

23. The chances are very small that a pilot could encounter a

plume having the right temperature and moisture conditions
for icing, and of sufficient length so that he could in-

advertently fly in the core of the plume for eight minutes

or more. We have already discussed the computer modeling

study that showed less than 4% of the plumes reaching or
exceeding ten miles in length. Furthermore, the American

Electric Power program, in which we were seeking long

plumes, showed only six plumes out of 340 tests extending
to ten miles or more, and of these, three were too cold to

have presented an icing problem.

24. The AWPP contention has also stressed the possibility of

icing in the invisible plume extending downwind after the

liquid droplets evaporate. However, this cannot be ac-

cepted as a significant increment to icing problems because

the Pennsylvania State program has shown that conditions
more than 1/4 mile downwind of a tower are virtually iden-

tical to those in t,he ambient air, whether inside or out-
side of the visible plume.

-11-
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PILOT TRAINING

25. The fact that we do not see any significant increase in the

potential for carburetor icing as a result of the cooling

tower operation does not mean, of course, that carburetor

ice will not occur in the Limerick area. However,

carburetor ice is a routine phenomenon that all pilots are

trained to' deal with.

26. Pilots are taught about the risk of carburetor ice in

ground school and are trained from their first flights to

use carburetor heat, an anti-icing device that preheats the

air before it enters the carburetor. This preheating is

used to melt any ice or snow entering the intake, to melt

any ice that may have formed in the carburetor passages

(provided the accumulation is not too great), and to keep

the fuel / air mixture above the freezing point to prevent

formation of ice. A pilot's first indication of. carburetor

ice is a drop in engine RPM for aircraft with fixed pitch

propellers, and a drop in .r. nifold pressure for aircraft

equipped with variable pitch propellers, Aircraft with

fuel injection or turbine engines do not experience

carburetor ice.

27. The vast majority of small airplanes flying at relatively

low altitude (below 10,000 feet) are carburetor-equipped

and have carburetor heat controls. Pilots are trained to

check these controls during the preflight check, and to

apply' heat at the first indication of carburetor ice and

during operations when the throttle is closed or nearly

closed. Carburetor heat is not used in normal flight as it

tends to reduce the output of the engine.

-12-
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28. Pilots who are not instrument rated, equipped, and on an

instrument flight plan must avoid flying in or near the

visible cooling tower plume because it appears as a

cumulus-looking cloud. VFR (Visual Flight Rule) pilots are

to avoid clouds by at least 2,000 feet horizontally and

they must also remain at least 1,000 feet above and 500 l

feet below clouds in the Limerick area. While on a few
|occasions during the year the operation of the Limerick

cooling towers may cause slight deviations in approach,
departure or flight paths for VFR pilots, this situation is
no different than that which would be encountered by such

pilots having to avoid natural cloud formations. IFR

(Instrument F31ght Rule ) aircraft could enter the plume,

either purposefully or inadvertently, but as previously

discussed, their residence time in the plume would be

brief. Also, their aircraft must have carburetor heat con-

trols to be instrument-equipped.

MISCONCEPTIONS

29. Several misconceptions about cooling tower plumes and car-

buretor icing continue to appear in the AWPP contention,

requests for and responses to discovery. Three of these

are important enough to discuss in detail.-

Large Water Vapor Emissions Do Not Cause Moisture Buildup
Over a Period of Days

30. It is very easy for someone who has not had direct experi-

ence with large, hyperbolic cooling towers to visualize a

situation in which the winds are calm, the air almost

completely stagnant, and the moisture released from the
, .

t

-13-
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towers constantly adds to the atmospheric humidity. This

sort of thing can actually happen if moisture is released

without buoyancy very close to the ground surface. The

fact that the plumes from the large towers are visually

impressive under certain conditions makes it even easier to

conjure up a scenario of this type.

31. However, there is no question that plumes from the large

hyperbolic towers do not cause any such buildup of local

moisture. First of all they originate far above the

ground, at altitudes where completely calm winds are almost

never found. The moisture is therefore transported away

from the source; sometimes slowly, but there is transport.

Secondly, when stagnant conditions exist close to the

ground and the winds are very light, the great buoyancy of

the cooling tower plumes carries the moisture far above the
,

top of the tower, usually to several thousand feet above

the terrain. Thus, the cooling tower plumes are completely

divorced from the low-level conditions, rising high above

the local stagnation and drifting off at the speed of the

winds aloft (Figure 7) .

The Roxborough Incinerator is Not Comparableito the

Limerick Generating Station Cooling' Towers

32. We have investigated the Roxborough incinerator, mentioned

in the AWPP contention as having been observed causing a

condensed water vapor cloud along the Schuylkill Express-

way. This plant is a small incinerator in which a water

spray is used to reduce the effluent temperature \to levels

commensurate with the design of the electrostatic precip-

itator. It is in no way comparable to the Limerick cooling

towers.

\
~

m
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33. Furthermore, we have obtained the meteorological data from
the National Weather Service for April 9, 1982, the day on

which AWPP alleged that the incinerator produced local fog.
These data clearly indicate that snow and fog were observed
most of the day at the Philadelphia International Airport,
and it is very likely that the fog along the Schuylkill
River was entirely natural.

Wind Shear, Turbulence and Generation of Thunderstorms

34. AWPP has raised the question of'whether the operation of
the Limerick cooling towers could initiate thunderstorms
which could be a hazard to aircraft. This phenomenon has
never been observed in any field study of cooling tower

plumes, and a comprehensive study of this question by Hanna
and Gifford (1975) shows that 10 or 15 plants of the size
of the Limerick Generating Station would have to be clus-

tered in a small geographical area for such an effect to be
possible. AWPP has also implied that the rising plume from

the towers could create turbulence and wind shear. Studies

reported by Hosler (1974) of Pennsylvania State University
demonstrate that, based upon numerous traverses of cooling

5 tower plumes, nothing more than light turbulence and slight
updrafts were encountered. This is confirmed by MES expe-

rience during the American Electric Power studies.
.

CONCLUSIONS REGARDING CARBURETOR ICING

,

35. Experimental measurements, modeling studies, practical
considerations and extensive pilot experience prove con-

clusively that cooling tower plumes, visible or invisible,'

present no special carburetor icing hazard to aircraft.a

Conditions in the plume at distances of a quarter mile or

,
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more from the towers are insignificant 1y dif ferent from
those in the ambient air as far as temperature and humidity
are concerned.

I

1 36. This is not to say that some determined aviator, failing to
i

turn on carburetor heat and deliberately flying back and
forth in the core of a tower plume, might not encounter

carburetor ice. It is to say, however, that anyone per-

forming such a maneuver would encounter virtually the same
carburetor icing if he were flying near the plume rather
than within it.
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TABLE 1

RESPONSIBILITY FOR AFFIDAVIT PARAGRAPHS

Smith & Seymour Smith Seymour

4 1 3

5 2 16

6 7 17

12 8 18

19 9 25

20 10 26

21 11 27

22 13 28

34 14
.

35 15

36 23

24

29

30

31

32

33
,

>
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to the overall distance from the tower to the point of measurement.)
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COMPARISON OF NATURAL DRAFT COOLING TOWER EMISSIONS ~

|
FROM THE LIMERICK GENERATING STATION AND THE AEP PLANTS

AND

SUMMARY OF FLIGHT TESTS
.

.

.

Average Water No. of Flight
Plant Vapor Releases Tests

(gpm)

Amos 19,000 147

Big Sandy 6,300 3

Gavin 20,800 7

.

Mitchell 8,600 86

Muskingum 3,800 100

Limerick 22,350 (total for -

both units)

* Number of flights made withlight aircraft in the AEP

studies, 1974-1978.
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FIGURE 6

AIRCRAFT FLYING THROUGH COOLING TOWER PLUME

#
Aircraft flying exactly

* W ''%s #N.along the axis of plume
could stay in it for its
entire length. However, p# ,

plume would have to be ..
more than 10 miles long 388

de e p p

Aircraft flying across the
plume would seldom be in
plume structure more than a
minute or so.

*c

) \

Field tests have repeatedly shown that temperature and humidity
conditions within the plume are almost identic,al to those outside it.

Also, plumes of 10 or more miles in length, having temperature and
humidity conditions conducive to icing occur less than 1% of the time.
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FIGURE 7
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Plume Rise Above Natural Fog
7:55 a.m.

January 17, 1975

|

This photograph, taken during the AEP cooling tower flight
study (AEP, 1975) shows the typical behavior of plumes from
large hyperbolic towers during stagnant, foggy surface
weather conditions.
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